Students, faculty and staff of Bryant College experienced an unexpected respite from the usual college fare Wednesday morning when the Unstructure of the school was evacuated. Cause for the evacuation was the statement of an anonymous caller who contacted the College Switchboard informing them that an explosive device had been placed within the building. The call came in at approximately ten-thirty in the morning and members of the Bryant community were evacuated shortly thereafter. The Smithfield Fire and Police Departments responded to the College immediately. A search of the Smithfield campus and Security personnel revealed nothing of a suspicious nature. Meanwhile, College personnel and students milling outside the structure speculating as to what had happened.

At 10:55 a.m., the signal to reenter the building was given. Thinking that things had returned to normal, students and staffers returned to their activities only to be ordered out of the building again by officials. The caller apparently contacted the College again at approximately 11:00 and restated the earlier false message. Whether the second caller was the same individual who called the College at approximately 10:00 is not known by The Archway at this time.

Chief of Security at Bryant, Robert Gardner, directed searches of College facilities into the afternoon using his staff and maintenance personnel. Tom O’Brien, Vice President for Business Affairs, told The Archway that the bomb scare is being investigated by the Security Department. He declined to comment as to whether the caller was male or female and as to the actual content of the threat. In addition, he refused to give details of The Archway as to whether the call was made via an outside line or an internal telephone.

Scott did comment on the rapid nature in which students and staff vacated the premises when the fire alarm was sounded. He was pleased that no one was foolish enough to remain in his or her class when a danger may have been present.

Just prior to the alarm of the bomb scare, power failed at the College for a few minutes. Raymond Quinlan, Director of the Physical Plant, told The Archway that the power failure was pure coincidence and unrelated, so far as he knows, to the scare.

In keeping with the confines of the campus to the College as well the dormitories, and other parts of the campus for a few minutes. During the summer break, the College experienced an evacuation of the building. The Archway, a faculty member of the original Smithfield campus after those contributed so much over the years.

The summer of 1977 will be remembered as hot and long for the students of Bryant College. During the summer break, V. Carol Kerr, the newly-elected President of BRYCOl for this year, was suspended by the College due to academic reasons. As a result, the ship of BRYCOl was in danger of continuing into the next year without a rudder. September saw two individuals come to the forefront to bail out BRYCOl and maintain its long record of student activity. Ernestine Dr. Carol Grills and Jon Joslow pitched in, along with many other loyal "BRYCOlers" to ready their organization for the fall.

Carol Grills, a past member of the Board of Directors of BRYCOl, was elected to the post of President for the organization early this September to fill the vacancy left by Carol Kerr. Jon Joslow, a former ARCHWAY editor, was also appointed by the BRYCOl Board of Directors to serve as Executive Director. Mr. Joslow was instrumental in handling BRYCOl's financial matters while Miss Grills attended to areas such as entertainment for the popular "Country Comfort", the mixology course and other planned activities. Students of the College can look forward to some new BRYCOl attractions. Mixed drinks will be offered by the organization on Parents' Weekend to enliven the many festivities of that weekend. Also, BRYCOl anticipates the creation of a dry-cleaning service for students, faculty and staff. Details on this are still uncertain. Both Miss Grills and Mr. Joslow conveyed a sense of certainty regarding the future of BRYCOl and its ability to deliver services to Bryant students. Miss Grills described the transition this fall as new President as "an experience", reflecting on the many late night and early morning meetings with Jon and the Board of Directors in ironing out the elements of a successful start for the autumn term. Until recently, the "Country Comfort" had been staffed by members of the Board of Directors of BRYCOl. Since then, thirty employees have been hired to perform the many tasks involved in that operation. Mr. Joslow is in the process of devising new procedures and policies for employee accountability and responsibility, thereby strengthening all of BRYCOl's operations. As Miss Grills takes over the controls of BRYCOl's endeavors, she related to THE ARCHWAY her appreciation to all the staffers of the BRYCOl organization and appraised their long hours and effort.

Mr. Joslow said he regards his position as a temporary one, necessitated by numerous financial and structural changes which were revealed as the fall approached. Once these needs are satisfied, said Jon, his role will be one of an advisor to BRYCOl if such assistance is needed. He expressed his faith in Miss Grills to continue the successful trends of the organization with which we are all so familiar.

After a rocky start, it seems the Bryant's Student Service organization is well on its way to another prosperous year profits since the Orientation Weekend.
Archway Offers 1977 Mercedes in Contest

by Steve Sellers

Not just any campus can make this claim! THE ARCHWAY, through the ingenuity of its out, was able to conceive, create, process, layout and print this fabulous offer for the Bryant community. You can see us on the fun by joining the ARCHWAY staff! You see, THE ARCHWAY is really in no position to finance a contest which has its prize a brand new Mercedes. However, we can print a headline to attract your attention so that you will give us a listen.

Our staff of editors has thought of every legal means to attract new, bright, motivated students to change the image of the present staff. We must have done something right, because we have met with an overwhelming response by the new students of Bryant. This article was to be a last-ditch effort to gain some new faces and talents for the staff if the year’s response were less than thrilling. We decided to run it anyway - just to inspire anyone who has never even considered coming down to write, photograph, advertise, type or layout for THE ARCHWAY. It is not too late! We still want you.

It is realized that there may be some lack of appreciation or hostility because the Mercedes thing was a hoax. Please, consider the rewards of working on THE ARCHWAY staff. Such joys are immeasurable. Below is a list of the most.

The ARCHWAY is composed weekly during the academic year excluding vacations by the students of Bryant College. The publisher is Bryant College. This newspaper is not responsible for the contents or style of any issue. The news and opinions expressed in this publication are those of. The Archway, the residence hall, and news releases from the College and surrounding community are printed at the discretion of the Editor in Chief. All contents or style of any issue. The news and opinions expressed in this publication are those of. The Archway, the residence hall, and news releases from the College and surrounding community are printed at the discretion of the Editor in Chief. All rights reserved.

Sincerely,

Henry J. Schwartz
Ray P. Solomon

Dear Editor

To the Bryant Community:

I wish to thank all of the students and staff of the college for their participation and help in the Orientation Program of 1977.

Through the efforts of the SAGA staff, the maintenance and Housekeeping staffs, security, central services and the office of Student Affairs, the Orientation Leaders were able to welcome and orient the new student with ease.

I would also like to thank the staffs of Brycon, The Archway, the Residence Hall, G.L.C. and the Student Senate for assisting in the Orientation Committee in creating an atmosphere conducive to welcoming the Class of 1981 and transfers.

Special thanks and congratulations go to the Orientations Leaders who, because of their dedication and enthusiasm, made the Orientation Program an informative and friendly one.

Sincerely,

Geri Hurwitz
Dir. of Student Services & Programs

Paul Demers
Business Manager

George Dooley
Editor
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Sports Editor
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THE ARCHWAY is composed weekly during the academic year excluding vacations by the students of Bryant College. The publisher is Bryant College. This newspaper is not responsible for the contents or style of any issue. The news and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the students and staff of the college. All rights reserved.
Public Notice Designating Directory Information

Bryant College hereby designates the following categories of student information as public or "Directory Information." Such information may be disclosed by the institution for any purpose, at its discretion, to any person(s) or agency(s) which have an administrative, educational, or other legitimate need for such information.

Category I
Name, address, telephone number, dates of attendance, class.

Category II
Previous institution(s) attended, major field of study, awards, honors (includes Dean's list), degree(s), minor.

Category III
Past and present participation in officially recognized sports and activities, physical factors (height, weight of athletes), date and place of birth.

Category IV
Schedule of classes.

Current students may withdraw their disclosure of any category of information for the Forty-Fifth Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. To withdraw disclosure, written notification must be received in the Office of the Registrar prior to September 26, 1977. If this request is honored, the withholding of "Directory Information" are available in the Registrar's office.

Bryant College assumes that failure to request the withholding of categories of "Directory Information" indicates approval for disclosure.

Student Programming Board Elections

The Student Programming Board consists of three (3) Student Senate representatives, six (6) commuter representatives (at large), and two (2) townhouse representatives. The following students were selected by the Executive Council of the Student Senate last spring: Category I-7 are eligible to vote.

1. No candidate will be permitted to remain near the polling station during the balloting.
2. Each candidate will be permitted to hand a flyer to 50 students on each campus with their names, profession and reasons for desiring a seat on the SPB. Each flyer is not to exceed one square foot of paper. Fliers are not permitted to be delivered on Thursday, October 6, or 3 p.m. that day.

The Student Senate will provide one stencil and 50 sheets of paper for each candidate who returns a nomination form. Stencils must be returned by 3 p.m. on October 1, 1977.

The Student Programming Board, the programming and advisory board on all aspects of entertainment held on the Bryant Campus, will hold elections on October 5 and 6, 1977. All candidates for Wednesday, September 28, one polling station in the Dorm Block from 2:00 P.M. to 3:30 P.M. on Wednesday, October 5.

All polling stations are located in Room 386A and ineligible to run for the

Election rules to be followed by all candidates include:
1. All candidates seeking a position on the Student Programming Board are to be included in the registration form filed with the Student Senate office prior to 3:30 P.M. on Wednesday, September 28, 1977. Classification 4A and 8 are ineligible for candidacy.
2. Registration forms must be completed and returned to the Student Senate office by 3:30 P.M. on Wednesday, September 28, 1977.

The Student Senate will provide one stencil and 50 copies of paper for each candidate who returns a registration form. Stencils must be returned to be processed. A poster and sign policy is included with the registration form.

Each candidate should submit the letter and signature to the Student Programming Board, the Student Senate office not later than 12 noon on Friday, September 29, 1977.

The Student Senate must file with the Senates office no later than 12 noon on Friday, September 29, 1977. Voting will be conducted according to the following procedures:
1. There will be one polling station in the Rotunda from 4:00-6:00 on Wednesday, September 28, 1977. All candidates must attend election rules set down by the Elections Committee of the Senate by 3:30 P.M. on Friday, October 7, 1977.

The voting will be conducted according to the following procedures:
1. There will be one polling station in the Rotunda from 9 A.M. to 3 P.M. on both Wednesday and Thursday, October 5 and 6, and one polling station outside the Dining Hall.

THE ARCHWAY wishes BRYCOL continued excellence in its service to students.
It is another time in a galaxy far away. Time is not important. Flea markets are run by jawa's and local gazelles, in the Galactic bar where all the patrons look like models for Halloween costumes. These are just some of the scenes from Star Wars. It is George Lucas' film of pure scientific delight that transports the viewer from his seat to joining the fight against the Empire. It is simply a good versus evil modern cowboy story.

Horses have been replaced with land speeders, guns with blasters, and the dusty street with the wide open field of outer space. It takes you on a journey with Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) and Ben Obi Wan Kenobi (Alec Guinness) who are trying to deliver the stolen plans of the Empire's Death Star to the rebel spaces fleet.

To aid them in their fight against the Empire is "The Force." Ben has mastered "The Force" and teaches Luke to let it work for him. The Force is a God-like power which guides it's user to overcome evil. But one of the evil leaders, Darth Vader, was once a student of Ben Kenobi and has mastered the Force and uses it to kill Ben.

The master controller of evil doers is the Death Star, a huge satellite that has the power to destroy an entire planet. The Empire demonstrates this to Princess Leia Organa (Carrie Fisher) to show her its awesome power and to make her reveal where the rebel base is. Of course, she refuses to tell, so they destroy the planet.

But never fear because Luke and Ben, along with Hans Solo (Harrison Ford) and Chewbacca (two freighter pilots hired by Luke and Ben), enter the Death Star and save the lovely princess. They leave the Death Star for the rebel base with the princess and the still undelivered plans. And yes, that's correct, they save the galaxy from continued tyrannical rule or will the Empire stop them before their mission can be completed.

Those questions can best be answered by seeing the movie, which although it does not touch reality (as all Sci-FI movies do), must be viewed as a preview of the future. I find the movie is humorous and light, and it is very easy to become involved with the actors.

Not since Death Wish have I witnessed an audience applaud so loudly for the good guy and boo for the bad guy. It was a thrill to enjoy a movie that was free of muggings and violent death. Unfortunately the movie is being over-commercialized to the youngsters, making them want a Star Wars this or that. I am sure every Trekkie has seen the movie and will never forget.

The movie is excellent and a must for anyone who wants light entertainment. And this maybe the prototype for movie making of the future. P.S. There is already talk of a sequel.

### Sandwich Shop of Greenville

welcomes the Class of '81

We're at a new location on Route 44 just off 295, only 5 minutes from Bryant College

30 Varieties of Hot & Cold Sandwiches

Phone Orders at 231-9432

Store Hours:

- Sunday--Thursday til 11 p.m.
- Friday--Saturday til 12 Midnight

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES WITH BRYANT I.D.

### THE ARCHWAY

**Freshman Student Elections**

The Bryant College Student announced this week that it will begin dispositions for Freshman Senate Seats on Wednesday and Thursday, September 28th, and 29th.

Having already elected Senior, Junior and Sophomore Senators last May, the Senate was able to conduct business and work on projects over the summer.

The Senate Urges Freshman to seize this opportunity to become involved in Bryant and contribute their efforts toward the improvement of student life at Bryant.

**ELECTION RULES**

1. All candidates seeking an office in the Student Senate can obtain nomination papers from the Student Senate Office beginning at 12 noon on Friday, September 16, 1977.

2. Each candidate is required to obtain 50 signatures of students in his class and return the nomination papers to the Student Senate Office no later than 12 noon on Wednesday, September 21, 1977.

3. Any candidate found guilty of misrepresenting names on the nomination papers or found guilty of breaking any of the election rules set down by the Election Committee of the Student Senate will be declared ineligible to run for a Senate seat.

4. All candidates for a Senate position in the Legislative Body must pick up theagi and Poster Regulations in the Senate Office beginning at 12 noon, on Friday, September 16, 1977. You may begin to display the Posters and Signs at 3:00 p.m. on September 21, 1977.

5. The Student Senate will provide one stencil and 50 sheets of paper for each candidate when they return nomination papers. Stencils must be returned to be processed.

6. By Friday, September 30, at 3 a.m., all posters, handbills, and other displays that it deems not within the realm of open and fair competition.

7. The Elections Committee of the Student Senate has the power to ban or remove posters, handbills, or other displays that it deems not within the realm of open and fair competition.

8. Voting will be conducted according to the following procedures:

   a. There will be one polling station in the Rotunda from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday, September 28 and 29. Each candidate will also have a polling station outside the Cafeteria from 4:30-6:30 on Wednesday and September 28.

   b. At the polling station, Freshmen students must present their identification card and their names will be checked off on a master sheet. Only those Freshmen students who are in the classification one will be allowed to vote and run for office. At this time they will be given a ballot to complete.

9. No candidates will be permitted to remain near the polling station during the balloting.

### Changing of the Guard

by Peter Paulusky

This past summer saw many changes in the 30-70's, many employees have left while others have joined the Bryant community. After such a change of personnel, it is common practice to change keys to prevent unauthorized use.

**Convenience:** Prior to this change, Bryant's locks were not confined to one master system. Rather, a number of different master keys were floating around the campus. With the re-keying of the offices, Bryant now has a single master system for all keys. The key to all building of possession is also being kept in the Security office. In this manner, if a key is needed in an emergency, the key will be able to contact the appropriate person. Prior to the change, it was almost impossible to find a key when needed. The end result will hopefully mean less confusion and greater convenience for the various college offices and student organizations on campus.

### Senior Orientation Assembly

The Office for Career Planning and Placement announces that its annual Fall orientation assembly is scheduled for TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20th, 12 NOON - 1 P.M., in the Auditorium.

The orientation is designed to provide general information to seniors about tentative graduate concerns including: functions of career planning and placement services offered, the on-campus recruitment program, and allocation of resources available.

This meeting is for Seniors who have major concentrations in B.S. in B.A. and the B.S. in E.E. In the future, there will be individualized orientation sessions for majors in Business Education, Office Administration, and Secretarial Sciences. Look for such notifications.
This past summer, Bryant acquired a new Director of Student Programs and Services, Gerri Hura. The personable administrator assumes the position formerly held by Carmen Stockham, who will long be remembered by Bryant-omivans. Gerri was selected for the job through an elaborate selection process, in which a committee of students provided input. The college's final decision coincided with the students' recommendations, although their first choice declined the position.

A look at Gerri's background reveals her qualifications for the job. Gerri was born in Cleveland, Ohio, a city about 30 miles south-southeast of Oxford. She studied at Cleveland's John Carroll University, where she received a BA in English and completed graduate work in "Counseling and Guidance/Student Personnel." Her previous experience in dealing with students includes residence hall work at John Carroll in her senior and graduate years, and a similar position at the Catholic University of America in D.C. Tiring of residence hall work, she moved on to Simmons in Boston, where her duties were similar to those she has assumed at Bryant. While there, she instituted a Student Activities Board, similar to our Student Programming Board.

Her responsibilities here at Bryant, consist essentially of supervising all non-academic programs and activities not related to the residence halls. Specifically, she works with all student organizations as a resource person and supervises the Student Center and pool. In addition, she hopes to work with the RA's and the Counseling Center. She indicated that her past experience has included coordinating such programs as political campaigns, college-wide elections, and student judicial proceedings.

Gerri has been here about six weeks, and says that she "really likes" the students and staff, although she indicated that she hasn't had the opportunity to meet too many faculty members. Comparing Bryant to Simmons, she drew a similarity between their common "very strong" career orientations, but added that Bryant students seem less "sophisticated" and more relaxed, not overly career-conscious.

In reference to her plans for Bryant, Gerri indicated that generally faculty-student interest must exist for programs to be initiated. She hopes to get away from the concept that "activities" consists of mixers, and intends to introduce greater diversity both in scope and scheduling. While she plans to take a year to assess needs, she mentioned such programs as crafts and ballroom dancing classes, as well as faculty-student discussions, all of which could be scheduled to be accessible to commuters. She hopes to get commuters involved by instituting a monthly calendar and scheduling programs during the day which would also reach the faculty and staff. Hura decried as a misconception the notion that Bryant students are interested only in business, and observing that Providence is not the cultural capital of the world, expressed a desire to expose Bryantians to culture.

Gerri hopes to work closely with student organizations, and to build leadership skills through workshops. She would like to see the Senate be the most powerful organization, to act as a recognized representative of the students for the college to deal with; however, the Senate, she feels, shouldn't be involved in everything. She said that she would like input into student organizations, but as an advisor rather than a chairman; that is, her advice could be ignored. Gerri added that in the event it is felt that college policies must be enforced, she would be in the position to do it. Gerri would like to see a student judiciary established through the Senate or SSB to provide a sensitive forum for discussion of ethical issues and to eliminate the aspect of one person acting as judge and jury.

While indicating that she believes in the constitutional guarantees of freedom, Gerri said that she would feel more comfortable if all organizations, including The Archway, had a faculty advisor to control matters "sensitive" to the college. Further, she feels that since the finances for The Archway, WMJF, and the Ledger come from the Student Affairs Office, rather than from Student Activities fees as is customary elsewhere, that office could legitimately dictate policies to the student media. She added that this is not done in practice. While she finds no reason for college control of the paper, she feels that it "couldn't hurt" for The Archway to have a faculty advisor. While he or she could review copy for libelous or sensitive material, Gerri feels that an advisor would not be a form of censorship but rather a person to "bounce off," providing "age and wisdom."

Gerri could also sanction college control of speakers and other programs, in cases where they would violate policies of the college or the United States, for example in the case of discrimination. Additionally, she favors presenting opposing viewpoints in the case of political speakers. (It should be noted that this was not the reason for the cancellation of the Human Sexuality Session at Orientation, the speakers canceled because of the holiday weekend. Announcements will be forthcoming as to sessions on the subject to be held by the Counseling Center. So, all students who are interested in sex should keep an eye on The Archway.)

While Gerri has only been at Bryant a short while, she has impressed most observers quite favorably. Of course, the final verdict has yet to be rendered.

Cure Discovered

Early yesterday morning Mr. Frank Balkisarch and his wonder-dog Tittles accidentally discovered a cure for the deadly Beef Ragout poisoning epidemic that has recently plagued Bryant's Tupperware Campus. The serum consisting of green slime with lumps was fed to Tittles after the poor pooch had contracted the disease. It was found that the slime (with lumps) absorbed all the deadly microbes that fostered in this much sought delicacy.
Delta Sigma Phi Phi Epsilon Pi Tau Kappa Epsilon

Phi Sigma Nu

The brothers of Phi Sigma Nu wish to extend a warm welcome to all new students at Bryant this year. This fall expects to be full of exciting events for the student body. Phi Sigma Nu takes great pride in being a major participant in most of the events that take place at Bryant.

Our football team is just as strong as last year, and with our returning brothers including coach "muscles" Mike Galovich, Pete "Hi There" Mantovani, Andy "Hands" McLain, and Cub "Hank" Correa, we are looking forward to another great season.

The brothers are expecting another great time this weekend starting with a Happy Hour at 3:15 this afternoon. We hope all freshmen and independents will join us for what has always proved to be an excellent time. Saturday's party will start promptly at 9:00 in Dorm 2, 2nd floor. See you there for a few mixed drinks and a rowdy time.

Delta Sigma Phi

The Brothers of Delta Sigma Phi would like to welcome all new and returning students to Bryant College. We wish everyone the best of luck to all the returning Greeks. Come party with us and ask questions you may have on any subject. Again, we would like to meet you. We love to meet you.

Kappa Tau

The Brothers of Kappa Tau would like to welcome the Freshman, Transfer students, and upper classmen, to a good prosperous year of fun and whatever.

Kappa Tau is having a Happy Hour starting at 3 o'clock on Friday, in Dorm 3 2nd floor and all freshmen and independents are invited. Saturday night the Brothers of KT and the Sisters of APK will have a party and everyone is invited.

We ended last year with a championship in softball going undefeated. We are looking forward to another good year in sports.

The Brothers of Kappa Tau

Tau Epsilon

The Brothers of Tau Epsilon would like to welcome all new and returning students to Bryant College. We wish the best of luck to both the football and bowling teams. We would like to thank all who attended our Happy Hour and Party this past weekend. The Brothers of TE will be holding another Happy Hour this Friday at 3:15 and all freshmen and independents are invited. We will also be having a Party Saturday night starting at 9:00 and an invitation is extended to all.

We would like to thank Wayne for moving off the floor and down to the Townhouses.

Sigma Lambda Theta

We would like to welcome all the freshmen and returning students. The sisters hope that everyone had a good summer and will enjoy the new semester.

The sisters are looking forward to this year with many new thoughts and ideas, and our first Happy Hour was a success. It was enjoyed by all who attended.

Our doors are always open in Dorm 6, 2nd floor, please stop by. We would love to meet you.

Sigma Iota Xi

The Sisters of Sigma Iota Xi would like to welcome all new and returning students. We hope everyone had an excellent summer. As the football season gets underway, we wish good luck to all. We have a happy hour Friday at 3:00 and a party Saturday night at 9:00, STOP UP, were anxious to meet everyone.

The Freshman Queen

Over the summer, 3 Alumni Brothers got married. We would like to congratulate Tim Tracey, Jimmy Sullivan, Tim Gilligan and their wives.

The Freshman Queen Weekend is scheduled on September 28-October 1. The formal will be held in the Salmonson Dining Hall. We hope to have as good a time as last year.

In sports, the football team is looking good. Mike Moloff as well as Paul Sikorski will be coaching the team. We have 9 returning players and some good looking Rookees.

The Brothers of Delta Sigma Phi

Kappa Delta Kappa

The Sisters of Kappa Delta Kappa would like to welcome all new and returning students. We hope that everyone had an excellent summer. As the football season gets underway, we wish good luck to all. We have a happy hour Friday at 3:00 and a party Saturday night at 9:00. STOP UP, were anxious to meet everyone.

Kappa Delta Kappa

The Sisters of Kappa Delta Kappa would like to welcome all new and returning students. We hope everyone had an exciting summer. The Sisters had a great time this summer when we got together at Patty Marinario's house and at the all Greek Party in Hartford. Now that we are back in school, we are looking forward to another year of fun, sports, and partying.

The Sisters wish to thank all the freshmen and independents for their great turn out at our first Happy Hour. We had a great time, and we are looking forward to seeing many more new faces at our Happy Hour cont'd to page 7, col. 3
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Culmination Period

Tell It To B.B.

Welcome back fellow students. I just joined the staff this week and I am glad as punch to write for the newsletter. I am B.B. Nobozo and I am in the freshman class.

Every week I hope to write a column to you people. Because all of you is what I am about. I hear all these rumors on campus and I don't even know what is true. So any rumors or questions that someone on the Tupper Campus of Bryant College may have please drop me a line at P.O. Box 504 and address it to B.B. Nobozo. Here are a few questions I have already received:

Dear B.B.,

I hear that there is a big office vacany coming up very soon. I hear that some offices will be available. What I want to know is if I could reserve one of the three vacancies? There are three people in my room and I am a junior.

Signed, is a biological

Dear Radical,

Well, you will have to stand in line for one of those offices. You can practice standing in the noontime line to the cafeteria. Or milling about waiting to get inside looks like. (And you think they have put a new lock on your office, anyway to run an airline? They repossed the couch. But never Robbins; our new athletic director.)

Hey B.B.,

I really dig the new school colors. The yellows are so yellow, the browns so brown but I have one problem. You see I usta sit right in front of the windows at noontime line to the cafeteria. So this year I went to my usual hideaway and guess what I found? Some stinkers stomped the hideaway and stole my chairs. Now I ask you is this anyway to run an airline? They could have sold something else for pay for the carpet I am sure.

Please find my chairs.

Signed

Stand Up

Dear Stood,

I am happy the colors give you a rush. As for the chairs, they are in someone's office. They reposzed the couch. But never fear! Sooner of later (more later) directress . We've got a busy year in store for us and I am sure.

YIKES! As far as your office goes, I was so upset I even ate in the pub. Concerning your roommates, police sound the air-raid siren. Cheer up. Things are getting better.

Signed,

Homesick

Dear Homeless,

One again you have been left out in the cold. Not only have they taken your old office but they also took your new lock on your new office that you don't have a key for. YIKES! That is nothing just wait till you see what the inside looks like. (And you think you have problems now.) Hopefully, they will find you a home soon because all the walking around the halls you have been doing the basket weaving class has been complained. What ever you do, good luck, because you need it and it needs you.

Signed, is a philosophical

Dear B.B.,

I came hopping back to the Tupper Campus this last week and put my key in my office door. Well, golly, just did not fit. I had changed the color of my office. Let me tell you, I was so upset I even ate in the cafeteria. What can I do? Do you have any key and new paint; I can't feel at home here!

Signed,

The Village Smithy

Dear Smithy,

Never fear, dear boy, because it happens to all of us. I heard they even rekeyed the piano. YIKES! As far as your office being repainted all that can I say? Don't you want to look like the rest of the school? I can't see why anyone would want to be different. If you would like to change the color get rose colored glasses. (or go to the rustics and get a pair of J-D glasses.)

Signed

American Collegiate Poets Anthology

International Publications

National College Poetry Contest - Fall Concert 1977...

AWARDS of free printing for ALL accepted manuscripts in our popular, handsomely bound and copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLEGIATE POETS.

Deadline: October 25

CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS:
1. Any student is eligible to submit his verse.
2. All entries must be original and unpublished.
3. All entries must be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the page only.
4. Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the upper left-hand corner, the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as the COLLEGE attended.
5. There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems up to fourteen lines. Each poem must have a separate title.
6. Entries should be a copy of all entries as they cannot be returned. Prize winners and all authors awarded free publication will be notified immediately after deadline. Publishers will retain first publication rights for accepted poems in our national language poems collection.
7. There is an initial one dollar registration fee for the first entry and a fee of fifty cents for each additional piece. It is requested to submit no more than three poems per individual.

BSO continent from page 6, col. 1

Beach in Narragansett, R.I. From August 13-20 BSO got together for one week of fun and memories. The sisters wish to thank some friends of the sorority who came down and shared in making the week a great success and a lot of fun.

BSO is looking forward to having many functions this semester beginning with a Happy Hour this Friday, September 16, 1977. It will be in Dorm 5, at 8:00 p.m. All freshman and independent girls are invited to attend. Refreshments (beer and popcorn) will be served. Hope to see you there.

SIX cons from page 6, col. 4
tonight. Come and enjoy the entertainment that the Sisters provide while you drink our secret Sigma punch.

Congratulations to Kathy Zaneckie; our new rush chairperson, and to Chevl Robbins; our new athletic director. We've got a busy year ahead of us, especially with our big weekend only two weeks away–Freshmen Queen.

Good luck A & B volleyball teams. We're psyched for an exciting season–especially with Sonny Novik as our coach.

A NEW BEGINNING

By Jay Metzger

The time has come for me to be the master of my destiny. To begin down the road towards my place in life. I write this to mark the unknown as close to my heels. It keeps following, waiting for the chance to strike me down, but I will beat it in the end.

********

I am among many who face the same dilemma; the adjustment to freshman independence. Our lives have been placed in our hands after many years of shaping by our parents. It is up to us to finish and polish what they have started. But we must make this final process a servant to our desires and goals, and not to the general consensus. From now on, nothing we do becomes another piece to the final puzzle of our lives.

American Collegiate Poets Anthology

International Publications

National College Poetry Contest - Fall Concert 1977...
Ed's Almanac

By Ed Kasinskas Jr.

As I begin my first full year as The Archway's staff meteorologist, I'd like to report that my accuracy percentage for my summer predictions made last May was 66.7. We did have a cooler and wetter than normal first half of June (1.5 inches above normal as recorded in Windsor Locks, CT) and who can forget the week of record heat and humidity in July?

My prediction for two hurricanes affecting New England during August did not come true, but two hurricanes did affect other sections of the U.S. The first one moved up the coast of southern California from Mexico in the early part of the month; weakening as it moved northward. This storm failed to bring relief to the drought which is still going on in the state and it did very little to stop the raging forest fires.

Hurricane season began June 1 and continues until November 30. This is the period in which there is the greatest probability of a tropical storm being born. They can occur any time of the year under the right circumstances. Historically, most hurricanes pop up between mid-August and mid-October. The difference between a tropical storm and hurricane is in the wind speed. Once a storm's winds reach a sustained velocity of 73 miles per hour, classified as a hurricane.

On the average, ten tropical storms per year are born in the Atlantic with seven becoming full-fledged hurricanes. So far this season there have been three tropical storms with one hurricane. In the records of the past 91 years, 1933 had the most tropical storms (21) of which 11 became hurricanes while 1914 only had one tropical storm. The probability of a tropical storm forming remains the same every year. Next week, I'll continue discussing this most destructive storm in nature.

Long Range Forecast: September 16-22

Friday-Clearing, 70 degrees. Saturday and Sunday will be partly cloudy and much warmer, 75-80 degrees. Monday and Tuesday will be clear and cool with a daytime high of 65 and night time low of 50. Becoming cloudy Wednesday afternoon with a chance of rain on Thursday.

Morning Stars: All the following planets can be seen simultaneously east of the meridian 45 minutes before sunrise: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn. There are no evening stars. Autumn begins September 22 at 11:30 p.m. First Quarter Moon: September 20.

AAP Study Tips

1. Evaluate Your Reading Tips

Do you use your lips, throat or mind to "vocalize" words?
Do strange words constantly impede your progress?
Do you read every single word?
Do you go back over what you have read?
Do you always read at the same speed?

You are probably still using the childhood habit of sounding out each word. This slows you down. Your vocabulary needs improving.
You need to train your eyes to span phrases or "thought units" instead of individual words.
You're not paying attention.
Good concentration means good comprehension.
Speed should vary depending on the material and your purpose for reading, e.g. fiction, newspaper, textbook.

2. Outline Writing Assignments

Before you begin to write a report or term paper, make an outline of what you plan to cover. First, put down the main headings. Leave several lines of space in between. Under each heading, list the subheadings you want to include. Identify the specific points you should develop under these subheadings, and so on. If you organize the outline well, and then follow it carefully, your written work will reflect a logical and thorough development of the subject.

3. Free Study Skills Book

The college textbook publishers have developed a series of booklets designed to help student improve their use of study time and learning materials. Individual students are invited to write for a free copy of "How to Get the Most Out of Your Textbooks," "How to Prepare for Examinations," "How to Improve Your Reading Skills," and "How to Build Your Writing Skills" to AAP STUDENT SERVICE, Association of American Publishers, One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016.

Take advantage of our weekly Specials:

MONDAY & TUESDAY
"HAPPY HOURS"
5 P.M. to 8 P.M.
ALL DRINKS $1.00

WEDNESDAY
"LADIES NIGHT"
5 P.M. to 1 A.M.
ALL DRINKS $1.00

FREE DRINK WITH BRYANT I.D.!

Finally a restaurant that combines fine food and a relaxed atmosphere, both at very reasonable prices!

VISIT THE NEW...

BRAVO PUB

September 16, 1977

Law Enforcement

At "The Library"

By Debbie Brunner

There is a new face at one of the favorite nightspots of many Bryant students. He is the new manager at "The Library" and he is a 1975 Law Enforcement graduate of Bryant College.

Jim Hogan is originally from Cumberland, Rhode Island. He began working at "The Library" when he was a freshman. After graduation, he spent two years in Boston running a pub called "Gladstones."

Jim says that business has slacked in the past and he has plans of really building it up in the coming year. As an example, he has installed new drinking rails to accommodate more people. Every night of the week has a special deal that promises low prices and good times. His work in Boston gave Jim the best connections for entertainment and he has scheduled many good artists to perform.

Jim is waiting on several applications for work in Law Enforcement. By next year, he hopes to have a placement. For now, he is content to work at "The Library" one of the best places to be after classes.
HAPPY HOUR
At The Comfort

Schlitz Drafts 25¢
Friday, Sept. 16
3p.m. - 6p.m.

another service of BRYCOL

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
At The Comfort

"Dianna Bentham-Lowe"
Monday, Sept. 19
9p.m. - 1a.m.

another service of BRYCOL
December Graduates

If you are completing your degree requirements in December, you must file a Candidate for Degree form within two weeks after the Add/ Drop period.

WJMF

Are you interested in sports? WJMF Stereo has openings for persons knowing statistics and have some background in electronic wiring. No broadcasting is required, but it can be a possibility in the future. Stop at the station anytime between 3:00 and 5:00 P.M. and speak to Steve Feinberg. Get involved in your radio station.

Do you have a background in engineering or electronics? WJMF Stereo needs responsible people who can handle our equipment and be able to perform minor repairs. First, second, and third class licenses are welcome. Stop at the station anytime between 3:00 and 5:00 P.M. and speak to Steve Feinberg-Get involved in your radio station.

Reminder To All Students

Wednesday, September 21, 1977 is the final date for submission of Add/Drop forms to the Registrar's Office. If you are dropping a course, please be sure to return your book before turning in your add/drop form.

THE ARCHWAY

Attention Accounting Students

The first meeting of the Bryant College Accounting Association will be held next Tuesday, Sept. 20 at 3:15 in Conference Rooms B&C (old game room).

Open End Has Relocated

Open End is now located at the old Office on the corner of Mowry Road. Services include tutorial aid and personal counseling.

WJMF Stereo needs responsible people who can handle our equipment and perform minor repairs. First, second, and third class licenses are welcome. Stop at the station anytime between 3:00 and 5:00 P.M. and speak to Steve Feinberg-Get involved in your radio station.

Writing Contest

Writers: You can win $100, $50 or $25 in cash and book prizes for best short story, humorous essay, or other short pieces between 250 and 1,000 words with free copy of winning CONCOL-TEMPORARIES Magazine if all-Be you enter the Colleget Creative Writing Contest whose deadline is NOVEMBER 5. For rules and official entry form, send stamped, self-addressed envelope to: International Publications, 4747 Fountain Avenue, Dept. C-3 Los Angeles, CA 90209.

Get Involved

Attention: Writers, photographers, historians and secretaries. THE LEDGER is looking for people knowing statistics and major degrees in mathematics and accounting. There are positions available for both first and second year students. Various topics are being researched, and special committees will be initiated. "Law Day" is expected for late April. Our object is to bring the student closer to actual opportunities in their field. The Association intends on sponsoring guest speakers in the field of law enforcement.

New Policy

Effective October 1, 1977, a new cash checking policy will be introduced at all branches of Hospital Trust. The policy will include the provision that checks drawn on other banks will not be cashed for non-customers of Hospital Trust.

Attention: Bryant College payroll checks as well as any government checks will not be subject to any service charge.

Barbara Lanoue

To Whomever has the key to locker no. C151: Security has your name on file. Return the books to the library and no questions will be asked.

Special: Middle school children. References required. Call 333-1154 after 3 P.M.

Some students feel that Keith is a, "Freshman mixer" this year?

High John.

Welcome back (to Earth).

Uni, Roy and Al, all the rest, say hello.

Have a good year and best of luck my friends.

Invalids Beware, Mike H. will watch for the lost keys.

Girls, if you believe in Jesus- contact Tina!

WANTED!

Innovative, self-starter to represent prestigious travel agency on campus. Contact Gill Engles, 421-3700

CHURCH TRAVEL

142 Westminster St., Providence, RI 02903

Anyone interested in trying out for the Varsity Bowling team- Meet at the lanes in the student center Tuesday Sept. 20 at 3:00 P.M.

The Freshmen (you who know who you are!),

"Good luck again this year, but you'll never outlive that name.

Howsie,

Who did you try to pick up at the Freshmen mixer this year? (

High John.

Welcome back (to Earth).

Uni, Roy and Al,

All of you say hello.

Have a good year and best of luck my friends.

Invalids Beware,

Mike H. will watch for the lost keys.

Girls, if you believe in Jesus- contact Tina!

The following are the new snack bar hours for the year 1977-78.

Monday - Thursday 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

Friday 7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

Sunday 12:30 P.M. to 12:30 P.M.

A coffee and snack center will be available Monday through Thursday from 7:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M. in the student center for the convenience of Graduate and Evening Division students.

Del Bar open 7 nights from 9:00 P.M. to 12:30 A.M. Closed mixer nights only.

---

LUNCH

SEPTEMBER 16, 1977 - SEPTEMBER 21, 1977

16/ Hot Turkey Sandwich

17/ Brunch W/Sliced Ham

18/ Brunch W/Bacon

19/ Fishwich on Bun

20/ Pizza

21/ Grilled Ham & Cheese

---

DINNER

SEPTEMBER 16, 1977

16/ Hot Turkey Sandwich

17/ Ham Salad

18/ Pork Chops/Applesauce

19/ Chicken Pot Pie

20/ Spaghetti & Meatballs

21/ Baked Ham

---

Midnight Motor Sales Special.

1973 Cutlass Supreme - A/C, PB, PS, AM/FM Stereo, New tires, extremely clean, white with burgundy interior, Landau roof. Inquire at Keith Mahler's Midnight Motor Sales which is currently working out of the Senate Office. Or you can write to Box 1863. This car must be sold and is priced accordingly.

---

WJMF Stereo needs responsible people who can handle our equipment and be able to perform minor repairs. First, second and third class licenses are welcome. Stop at the station anytime between 3:00 and 5:00 p.m. and speak to Steve Feinberg-Get involved in your radio station.

---

Inquire at Keith Mahler's Midnight Motor Sales which is currently working out of the Senate Office. Or you can write to Box 1863. This car must be sold and is priced accordingly.

---
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Athletic Shorts—

by Jeff Tunis

Coach Chuck Knox of the L.A. Rams said that Joe Namath will start at quarterback this Sunday against the Atlanta Falcons. Meanwhile, Falcons QB Steve Bartkowski will undergo surgery on his right knee and will be out of action for at least six weeks. Bartkowski returned to the same knee that kept him out of nine games last season. Veteran Scott Hunter will replace Bartkowski.

Willie McCovey of the S.F. Giants and Carlos Cedeno of the Houston Astros were named co-players of the week in the National League. Cedeno batted .400 last week with 7 RBIs, three stolen bases, a homer and six runs scored. Cedeno also hit in his 14th straight game. McCovey batted in 11 runs last week, batted his 2000th base hit, slammed four homers and batted .333.

In the American League, Carlton Fisk of the Red Sox was the unanimous choice for Player of the Week. Fisk batted .577, drove in 17 runs and batted in the winning run in three of Boston's wins.

Lou Brock of the Cardinals was recognized as the best base stealer in major league history in a resolution introduced in the Senate yesterday by Sen. Thomas Eagleton. The resolution also commended Brock's contributions off the field, including his work through the Lou Brock Boys Club of St. Louis and his place on the board of the Big Brothers and Big Sisters of America.

The Los Angeles Rams waived place kicker Tom Dempsey and running back Jim Bertelsen earlier this week.

The New York Jets waived running back John Smith this week, while the Giants waived quarterback Steve Ramsey.

Running back Andy Johnson of the New England Patriots suffered a torn medial collateral ligament in his right knee Sunday against the Falcons and will be out for the rest of the season. Meanwhile, All-Pro)

Pre-Happy Hour Sports Writers Meeting!

TODAY 2:30
IN THE ARCHWAY OFFICE

The ARCHWAY needs new sports writers. Come up today at 2:30 and see Jeff. Everyone is welcome!

Bryants Golfers

The Bryant College Golf Team finished fourth in the New Haven Invitational Golf Tournament at Yale University on Tuesday. The Bryant golfers finished behind Quinnipiac College, Salem St. and Hartford. The

IT'S NO TRICK TO SAVE PRINTING TIME AND PRINTING COSTS!
ALL YOU NEED IS A LITTLE MAGIC!

RESUMES and TYPING
MUCKLISTS
CARDBOARD FORMS
COVER LETTERS
INVOICE STATEMENTS
BUSINESS CARDS
PREPRINTED FORMS
LETTERHEADS
MAGAZINE BULLETINS
PROGRAMS
LABELS
A COMPLETE LINE OF WEDDING INVITATIONS AND EMBLEMS

Tel. 353-8970

1862 Mineral Spring Ave. North Providence, R.I. 02904
Can Joe Namath Find Happiness In Beautiful Downtown Burbank?

by Jeff Tunis

The 1977 football season should be a very interesting one. Not much has changed from last year, but a few good questions can be asked. First of all, will the Oakland Raiders take the route of the Cincinnati Reds and choke this year? Can the New York Jets win more games than the Seattle Seahawks? Will the New England Patriots have another fine season after parading on the beautiful confines of the Bryant College Country Club and playing tackle football with the soda machine in Dorm 5? I'll look at the top contenders this year and try to answer as many questions as I can about the 1977-78 NFL Season.

The NFC East features two very solid teams-The Dallas Cowboys and the St. Louis Cardinals. The Dallas Cowboys feature a strong offensive and defensive team. The Cardinals had a better run of luck last year, but the addition of Tony Dorsett this year makes the Cardinals a dangerous team. The NFC West features a top quarterback as well. Roger Staubach of the Dallas Cowboys has more than proven himself on the gridiron. John Elway of the Denver Broncos is another top player.

It

Keith MacWhorter Signs With Red Sox

Former Bryant ace Keith MacWhorter was signed by the Boston Red Sox Monday after pitching last season with the Los Angeles Dodgers. MacWhorter was Bryant's star hurler through the 1975 season before being signed by the Dodgers in the spring of 1975.

Keith graduated from North Providence High School and pitched at Danville of the Midwest League but was plagued with control problems. MacWhorter was released by the Dodgers at the end of the season after compiling a 1-8 record.

MacWhorter was signed by the Red Sox after an area scout watched Keith pitch for the Sport Enterprise team in the R.I. amateur League this summer and recommended the club sign him.

Keith MacWhorter, now pitching with the Red Sox.

Cross Country Team Runs Again

by Gerry Gaynor

Another fall season has arrived and along with it comes cross-country running. Although program officially marks the beginning of the X-Country season, the training really started on June 1st for the nineteen runners competing for Bryant this year. June 1 marked the beginning of the summer training program in which the runners got anywhere between 300 and 900 miles for the three month period. It's the success of this training program that ensures the Bryant runners a successful cross-country campaign this Fall. The team is very young. It is comprised mainly of freshmen and transfer students, all of whom show excellent potential. Among the talented frosh are Bill Varney, Bill Sanford, Phil Gross, John O'Connor, Mike Kearney, Brian Van Dam, Mark LaBonne, and Mark Wasserman. The sophomores on the team are Barry O'Connell, Greg Ovens, Steve Dunn and Bruce Fournier. Three Jr. College transfers join the others: Sam Blackmore, Bill McKitchen and Nick Wieland. Rounding out the team are juniors Mike Chalek, Bob Keogh and Capt. Gerry Gaynor.

Coach Reinhardt and his assistant Mike Hill have high hopes for the largest squad to ever compete on a Bryant X-Country team. The internal competition for the top 7 spots generated by a large team is a pleasure for the coach. It makes a stronger and more competitive unit on the course and that's what Bryant will field. It will be an excellent season for the young squad.

Unfortunately, the cross country team has no more home meets this year. All fourteen of the meets are on enemy turf and most of them consist of big Invitationals. The first of these is tomorrow at Franklin Park in Boston at 11:00. Anyone interested in getting involved in cross-country please contact Mr. Reinhardt.

Tennis, one of the more popular sports in America, has emerged to be even more so on the Bryant campus this year.

At the first woman's tennis practice held on Friday afternoon September 9, nineteen girls joined the team.

Miss Lorraine Cournoyer, the new women's athletic director, finds the team very enthusiastic. "I can see a promising season; think it is due to an increase in the popularity of tennis," she said.

It makes the three month period. It's the generated by a large team is a pleasure for the coach. It makes a stronger and more competitive unit on the course and that's what Bryant will field. It will be an excellent season for the young squad.
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